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MX7600XLT

Designed to provide unprecedented reliability, the MX7600XLT is unparalleled 
in the market. This full-function through-the-wall ATM can be upgraded from a 
cash dispenser to deposit automation and supports large volume transactions. 

Click below to learn more! #HyosungAmerica #HyosungATMs
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Sojeong to provide. Sojeong to provide. Sojeong to provide.

Customer Support

We have more than just knowledgeable and experienced technicians who 
serve you with the greatest courtesy, we offer you an entire service 

organization dedicated to excellence. Because we believe in maximum uptime 
and minimum downtime. Click the link to contact our support team: http://bit.

ly/2maCll7

#HyosungAmerica #HyosungATMs #CustomerSupport #ATMIndustry
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At Hyosung, we are redefining the branch! Our banking machines help with 
your branch transformation. Whether you want to save money on cash loading 

with recycling, focus on your customers for more hours each day with core 
integration and video-enabled teller machines, or provide machines that do 

more, Hyosung has you covered. #HyosungAmerica #CoreIntegration 
#RecyclingATMs

https://bit.ly/3orT133
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Robert to provide. Robert to provide. Robert to provide.

CXC Announcement
Our new Customer Experience Center is finally complete! We are excited to 
share this extraordinary space with all of our customers and are proud of our 

team who brought it all together to make this space one-of-a-kind! 
#HyosungAmerica
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